It has been argued i) that Lorentz-signature solutions with wormholes connecting n asymptotically AdS regions describe bulk quantum states dual to n entangled but non-interacting CFTs and ii) that such bulk wormhole states should be identified with similar entangled but non-interacting bulk systems, each describing quantum geometries with only a single asymptotic region. But if the wormhole is to behave semiclassically, we show that conjecture (ii) cannot hold. Instead, the theory of asymptotically AdS bulk quantum gravity must admit superselection sectors with respect to the CFT observables that are labeled by the type of wormhole connections allowed between black holes. Moreover, these superselection sectors are indistinguishable in the dual CFT. Finally, we describe restrictions on the possible superselection sectors associated with the spin-statistics relation and the expectation that black holes lying in distinct asymptotically AdS regions may be approximated by well-separated black holes in a single asymptotically AdS region.
Introduction
It is well-known that general relativity admits black hole solutions with multiple asymptotic regions connected by wormholes. Although one can debate whether such Lorentz-signature wormholes are 'natural' or 'physical,' at the classical level one is free to include them in the initial data [1] . The subsequent evolution of the spacetime is then determined.
The situation is much less clear at the quantum level. Path integral formulations of quantum gravity suggest that one should sum over all manifolds with prescribed asymptotics, and thus that there should be some non-zero amplitude for wormholes to be created and destroyed [2, 3, 4] . But since one expects the number of asymptotic regions to be fixed as a boundary condition, mono-asymptotic quantum gravity (with only a single asymptotic region) should be well-defined. The mathematical tensor product of two mono-asymptotic theories is then a context with two asymptopia between which wormhole connections are forbidden by construction. Other concerns involving creation of wormholes are similar to those arising in discussions of baby universe production or topology change more generally; see e.g. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] .
It is natural to ask if the AdS d+1 /CFT d correspondence [16, 17, 18] can shed light on this issue. Early in the history of AdS/CFT it was noted [19, 20, 21] that CFT duals to solutions with n asymptotically AdS regions 1 would naturally involve n entangled copies of the "standard" CFT (each of which will be denoted CFT) defined on S d−1 × R. The restriction to any particular copy thus yields a mixed state [19, 20, 21] . This idea was sharpened by Maldacena [22] who argued that the path integral naturally computes the CFT states dual to certain large eternal black holes. In particular, [22] emphasized that while the n copies of CFT are entangled, each copy evolves with precisely the same dynamics as for n = 1; there are no dynamical interactions of any sort between the distinct copies of CFT. As an example, for n = 2 the maximal analytic extension of the AdS-Schwarzschild black hole is dual to a so-called thermofield-double entangled state of the form
where |E n L,R are energy eigenstates in two (left and right) copies of the standard CFT and T is the Hawking temperature of the AdS-Schwarzschild black hole. We will say that the right-hand-side lives in CFT × CFT. We refer to the idea that (at least some) Lorentz-signature solutions with wormholes connecting n asymptotically AdS regions describe bulk quantum states dual to n entangled but non-interacting CFTs as conjecture (i). Further motivation for this conjecture comes from the relation between global AdS space and certain hyperbolic eternal black holes with non-compact horizons, as this relation leads immediately to a dual description of the form (1.1). A familiar example is AdS 3 written in BTZ coordinates without identifications and keeping only the regions in the CFT spacetime that correspond to the usual boundaries of the BTZ black hole. See also [23] for further discussion in AdS 3 .
Recent work has taken this idea somewhat further. Since |E n L should itself be dual to an energy eigenstate in some bulk theory with one asymptotic region, the right hand side of (1.1) must be dual to a similar entangled state involving two dynamically independent copies of this mono-asymptotic bulk. As a result, Van Raamsdonk [24, 25] suggested that the wormhole state should be identified with an appropriate entangled sum of over product states involving two disconnected (quantum) bulk spacetimes 2 . We refer to this idea as conjecture (ii). One might then expect entanglement to somehow also play a key role in the dynamical formation (or destruction) of such wormholes.
We reconsider such issues below, focusing on physics inside the black hole. We show in section 2 that conjecture (ii) must fail if the wormhole interior is to behave semiclassically. Instead, the theory of asymptotically AdS bulk quantum gravity should admit superselection sectors with respect to the CFT observables that are labeled by the type of wormhole connections allowed between black holes. Moreover, these superselection sectors are indistinguishable in the dual CFT. Section 3 then describes restrictions on the possible superselection sectors associated with the spin-statistics relation and the expectation that black holes lying in distinct asymptotically AdS regions may be approximated by well-separated black holes in a single asymptotically AdS region. We close with some further discussion in section 4. In particular, we address potential concerns regarding the assumed semiclassical physics in the wormhole interior. An appendix investigates in more detail the manner in which an observer inside the black hole (say, one who entered from region A) can receive signals from another asymptotic regions B.
The Eternal Black Hole
Recall the proposed identification [24, 25] of bulk wormhole states with two asymptotic regions and entangled sums of single-asymptotic region bulk states, termed conjecture (ii) above. We argue below that this conjecture requires large violations of semiclassical physics inside the wormhole. More precisely, let |w2 be any bulk state which approximates the spacetime with two asymptotic regions given by the maximal analytic extension of the (global) AdS-Schwarzschild black hole. We will give a sense in which |w2 is operationally distinct from any state |TFD in the direct product of two mono-asymptotic bulk theories. Let us call the mono-asymptotic theory bulk so that |TFD is a state in bulk × bulk. For definiteness we take |TFD to be the bulk dual to the 'thermofield-double' state (1.1).
We proceed by considering a gedankenexperiment involving some observer-let's call her Alice. We will assume that 1) if Alice jumps across a black hole horizon and performs an experiment, the possible results of her experiment correspond to a single quantum operator in the usual way and 2) the semiclassical approximation is valid with high probability for classical objects moving around on large eternal black holes (far from the singularity).
Using the map between CFT sources and bulk boundary conditions 3 , we can with high probability create Alice near the (say, right) boundary by acting with a unitary operator e iA at Killing time t A in the right-hand copy (CFT R ) of CFT. We can also create another observer Bob near the left boundary using a second unitary operator e iB at Killing time t B in the left CFT (CFT L ). Note that A and B commute. The resulting states are e i(A+B) |w2 and e i(A+B) |TFD . We create both observers in such a way that they then plunge into the black hole. Let P be the operator projecting onto states in which Alice finds that she meets Bob inside the black hole. In a semiclassical wormhole, we can arrange for Alice and Bob to meet with high probability inside the black hole; see figure 1. So for appropriate A and B we have
But should we choose not to create Bob we have
On the other hand, let us consider e i(A+B) |TFD . Here Alice is created in the right-hand bulk (bulk R ). By construction, this is a self-contained theory in its own right, and so contains an observable P that describes whether or not Alice finds a Bob inside an appropriate black entirely built from operators in a single copy of CFT. We emphasize that our argument is not based on this conjecture. In particular, we expect this conjecture to fail beyond leading order in the 1/N expansion due to difficulties in localizing observables in quantum gravity [37, 38] ; see in particular the discussion in section 4.2 of [39] .
hole. Since bulk R is dual to CFT R , this P must depend only on CFT R . It follows that P and B commute so that
3)
Identifying |TFD = |w2 and using (2.1) and (2.2) would then imply the contradiction 1 ≈ 0. We conclude that |w2 and |TFD are operationally distinct. So if both are indeed dual to (2.3), the two dualities must also be distinct in the sense that Alice's observations in the two bulk theories are described by different observables in CFT × CFT. Said differently, composing the two dualities leads to a non-trivial duality between the wormhole theory (which we now denote bulk w2 ) and bulk × bulk.
Some readers may find multiple bulk-to-boundary maps (and thus non-trivial bulk-tobulk dualities) to be a surprising complication. But this result is in fact natural from a variety of perspectives. To frame the discussion, we introduce the notation bulk 2 (and similarly bulk n ) for the most general theory of bulk quantum spacetimes with two (or n) asymptotically AdS regions for which the algebra of boundary observables 4 A bndy is isomorphic to the observable algebra of CFT × CFT. In particular, we would like bulk 2 to contain as sub-theories both bulk w2 and bulk × bulk. More precisely, since the observables of each theory in bulk 2 contain A bndy , the two theories above define different superselection sectors in bulk 2 with respect to A bndy .
We may say that bulk 2 = CFT × CFT × S 2 , where S 2 is a non-trivial space of superselection sectors. In particular, the choice of state in S 2 determines whether or not distinct universes can be connected (and similarly for bulk n and S n ). Ref. [41] used statecounting to argue for a result of precisely this kind in which the role of the second asymptotic region was played by a closed Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe, and the role of our wormhole spacetime was played by Wheeler's 'bag of gold' spacetime [42] ; see also [43] for related discussion. Thus [41] argued for superselection sectors associated with the possibility of wormholes in in bulk 1 .
In fact, from a certain point of view the existence of superselection sectors in bulk 1 is manifest. Consider a theory closed describing a closed and connected FRW universe. Now consider the formal product theory closed × bulk. Under the definitions given above, this product theory lies in bulk 1 and every state of closed defines a distinct superselection sector with respect to A bndy .
Finally, recall that the description of the gravitational Hamiltonian as a boundary term can be used [40] to argue that any bulk AdS quantum gravity theory is holographic in the sense that A bndy is a closed system that does not interact dynamically with any other degrees of freedom. However, this argument does not rule out the existence of such additional degrees of freedom, which would then label superselection sectors 5 .
Observables associated with S n may be said to parameterize bulk degrees of freedom which cannot be observed from the conformal boundary. Since the Hamiltonian and other conserved momenta are themselves boundary observables, the superselection sectors S n must transform trivially under the AdS group. This means that, from the perspective of the conformal boundary, S n encodes information which is equally true at all times and places, similar to the alpha parameters of [44, 7] . But an important distinction arises from our requirement that each sector in bulk n be dual to CFT. This implies that, apart from structure associated with superselection sectors in CFT itself, each element of S n must be associated only with information not accessible from the boundary. One expects that any such information is hidden behind a past or future horizon; otherwise an observer could in principle come in from the boundary, measure the information, and go back out to the boundary, which would affect the dynamics of the CFT.
It is interesting to explore the above thought experiment in more detail, and to understand precisely how Alice might receive signals that she perceives as having come though the wormhole. Certain facets of this issue are studied in appendix A. In particular we demonstrate that entanglement is not necessary for Alice to find a Bob that she perceives as coming through a wormhole. Indeed, for n = 2 there are e S disentangled states in which this occurs. But entanglement turns out to be required if Alice is to encounter whatever kind of Bob we choose to throw into the black hole from the left boundary.
A Puzzle with Multiple AdS regions
We now generalize these considerations to the theories bulk n associated with n different asymptotically AdS regions.
Because the n CFT's do not interact, the operators in any two distinct CFT's must commute with each other (unless both operators are fermionic, in which case they anticommute). Since the superselection sectors S n transform trivially under rotations of each CFT, by the spinstatistics relation the state of S n is always bosonic. There is a permutation group P n exchanging the n asymptotic regions, which therefore acts on bulk n . The action of P n on (CFT) n is manifest, although care must be taken with fermionic states because fermionic operators anticommute. But how does P n act on S n ? The possibility of nontrivial representations for S n leads to an interesting conclusion. In particular, the following three reasonable sounding postulates are internally contradictory:
1. There exist states like |w2 in bulk 2 whose physics has a well-defined semiclassical limit given by the maximal analytic extension of the Schwarzschild-AdS black hole, even for observers who fall into a black hole.
2. For any two bulk theories (say with n and m asymptotic regions respectively), there is a direct product theory in which the two factors are strictly noninteracting; i.e., for any n, m we have bulk n × bulk m ⊂ bulk n+m .
left open the possibility of non-perturbative superselection sectors of this kind.
3. Excitations of a set of n asymptotic regions can be approximated by n widely separated excitations in a single asymptotic region.
By Postulate (3), we mean that for any state |ψ n in bulk n , and for g ∈ G n AdS chosen so that the n excitations are displaced by sufficiently large spatial distances, there is a family of corresponding states |ψ, g 1 in bulk 1 whose physics is well-approximated by |ψ n , except in the asymptotic regions as described below. Here G AdS is the AdS isometry group, and the precise requirements on g will be described below.
The point of Postulate (3) is that, due to the asymptotically AdS boundary conditions, the physics near the AdS boundaries of any |ψ n in bulk n must approximate that of the product vacuum ⊗ n i=1 |0 associated with the product spacetime × n i=1 AdS d . For a given |ψ n , we can say that this approximation holds to some degree within some region R of the form
where K is a set that we choose to be of the product form K = × n i=1 K n and whose intersection with any closed achronal surface is compact. Using g = (g 1 , . . . , g n ) ∈ G n AdS to identify each AdS factor in (3.2) with some canonical vacuum AdS spacetime, we can define the set K = ∪ n i=1 g i (K i ) and alsoR = AdS/K. At least for g large enough that the images of the K i do not intersect, we want there to be some |ψ, g 1 ∈ bulk 1 whose physics agrees with that of |ψ n (at least to an accuracy of order and for times much smaller than the AdS length scale) except for the replacement of R byR. Here we require d > 3, as any two BTZ black holes in AdS 3 are always enclosed by a single common connected horizon.
The contradiction is reached as follows: First consider n = 2 asymptotic regions. By Postulate (1), there exist semiclassical wormhole states in some superselection sector of bulk 2 . Any such superselection sector must correspond to some state of S 2 . Under the action of P 2 , this state is either a) symmetric, b) antisymmetric, or c) a superposition of states of the form (a) or (b), in which case we can choose to project onto either case. Now choose n = 3 AdS regions, labeled A, B, C. By Postulate (2), there must exist superselection sectors of bulk 3 in which A and B can be connected by a semiclassical wormhole throat while C is completely disconnected from either A or B. By symmetry, there also exist superselection sectors in which B and C are the connected regions, or A and C. All three sectors are operationally distinct by reasoning similar to the n = 2 case of section 2. The 3 possibilities correspond to a three dimensional subspace of S 3 which breaks up into irreducible representations (irreps) under the action of P 3 . This symmetry group has three possible irreps: 1 S , the totally symmetric (trivial) irrep; 1 A , the totally antisymmetric irrep, and 2, the 2 dimensional irrep. When the S 2 state is described by case (a) we have 2 + 1 S , while case (b) yields 2 + 1 A .
Once we know that there exist superselection sectors in nontrivial representations of P n , we can choose the superselection sector and the CFT states independently. Let us choose the state of (CFT) 3 to be in the pure disentangled state |ψ |ψ |ψ (i.e. each CFT is in the same state |ψ ). By applying Postulate (3), one ends up with a state with three identical objects at large spatial separation in the same AdS region. But identical objects with integer spin must have bosonic statistics, and objects with half-integer spin have fermionic statistics. In neither case can they transform in 2. Similarly, for superselection sectors in 1 A , one would have particles with the wrong kind of (bosonic or fermionic) statistics for their spin.
Note that the statistics of identical objects can be measured by an outside observer using interference experiments, and hence communicated to the boundary. It follows that nontrivial P 3 irreps would lead to differing physical dynamics for the boundary CFT observables. This contradicts the assumption that the AdS/CFT duality is exact in each superselection sector.
Which of the three postulates should be rejected? It would be surprising if Postulate (1) were wrong, because it would require a seemingly valid semiclassical state (the eternal black hole) to be inconsistent for deep quantum gravity reasons. However, those who believe in large violations of locality, even in semiclassical situations, might choose to reject it. One would then resolve the puzzle by saying that when Alice jumps into the black hole, what she sees can depend only on the state of her own CFT. This might be a consistent way to eliminate superselection sectors from AdS/CFT.
At one level, Postulate (2) is just a mathematical fact. One has to be able to take tensor products of independent systems at the mathematical level. No one can stop us from considering the tensor product of a copy of QCD in 4 dimensions with a copy of φ 4 theory in 2 dimensions, although this combined system is of no physical relevance. Thus, if we assume the eternal black hole is consistent, then it is simply an indisputable mathematical fact that different superselection sectors of bulk n exist, involving many possible representations of P n . This looks bad for Postulate (3).
However, there may be a subspace of superselection sectors in which Postulate (3) holds but which contains no direct products of the sort described by Postulate (2). All such superselection sectors would be completely symmetric under P n . Because of this neutrality under permutations, in each superselection sector either a) no wormhole connections between asymptotic AdS regions are allowed or b) wormhole connections between any two asymptotically AdS regions are allowed.
Of course, the fact that a given sector allows connections between any two AdS regions need not imply that every state actually exhibits all such connections -and certainly not with a macroscopically large wormhole. Consider in particular the case n = 2 and a state (1.1) in which a wormhole connects two black holes of entropy S. By acting with a time translation in, say, CFT R but not CFT L we can generate further states describing otherwise-identical black holes connected in different ways (i.e., with a relative time-translation) through an otherwiseidentical wormhole. Assuming that the energy levels have incommensurate frequencies, this generates a space of e S states given by all superpositions of the form |E |E . But we see no reason why there should be significantly more states describing similar wormholes in similar black holes. In particular, the number of states associated with perturbative excitations is well-known to be much smaller than e S . Since there are e 2S states containing a black hole of entropy S in each region, the fraction of black hole states describing large wormholes may be as small as e −S . In contrast, given two large black holes, each in its own asymptotic region, the fraction of states in which they are connected by a small wormhole should be much larger. This is readily argued by starting with large black holes of energy E 0 , temperature T , and entropy S 0 in each region and taking them to be in generic states (thus likely not containing wormholes). If there is also a tiny two-asymptotic region wormhole (of the rough form |w2 dual to (1.1)) of energy E w , and if this wormhole then merges with both of the original black holes, the semiclassical result is a space of at least e S 0 states in which a small wormhole now connects the two large black holes. For small enough wormholes, the relation dE = T dS implies that this is a fraction e −Ew/T of the full set of black hole states with energy E w + E 0 .
Discussion
Our work above argued for superselection sectors in the AdS/CFT correspondence associated with the existence of wormhole connections between black holes. Some sectors would allow such wormhole connections, while others would forbid them. The issue arises for any number n of asymptotically AdS regions and in particular for n = 1, where the basic picture agrees with that described in [41] . As a refinement of this picture, we also discussed restrictions on the n = 1 superselection sectors associated with the spin-statistics relation and the corresponding likely failure (at least in some superselection sectors of bulk n ) of the idea that black hole states with n asymptotic regions should be similar (at least for short times) to states involving widely separated black holes in a single asymptotically AdS region. In particular, we argued that sectors allowing wormhole connections between any particular two black holes must in fact allow connections between arbitrary pairs of black holes. This conclusion leads to interesting issues if one allows an exponentially large number of black holes of order Ce S , where S is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a typical black hole under discussion. Let us suppose that the superselection sector allows wormhole connections. Even if the probability of two particular black holes being connected by large wormholes is of order e −S , the large number of black holes implies a large probability for each black hole to be connected to some other black hole. For C 1 the typical number of connections will be large, and an observer falling into any black hole will likely see large and complicated signals arriving from such wormholes as soon as they cross the horizon. The idea that such signals are large suggests that they lead to the observer's destruction. So when these enormously large numbers of black holes are present, and in sectors where wormholes are allowed, it would appear that observers entering black holes do not experience smooth horizons. One is tempted to ask if similar issues arise for cosmological horizons in the late stages of inflation (where general relativity predicts exponentially many Hubble volumes), though we refrain from pursuing this question in detail here.
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Our analysis has focused on very coarse properties of wormholes, such as whether they can exist at all. It is interesting to ask if other properties of wormhole geometries may also be superselected. For example, suppose we start with the standard wormhole |w2 with a throat of some radius r 0 . By coupling our CFTs to appropriate auxiliary systems, we could arrange to add energy to both sides of the wormhole so that CFT × CFT ends up in any state we desire. In particular, we could choose it to be the state |w2 associated with a throat of radius 2r 0 . But semi-classically this addition of energy does not increase the size of the original throat; indeed, the throat is hidden behind the past horizons of the original black hole and cannot be affected by any material that enters from infinity. This raises the possibility that there is some throat-size observable (e.g. the geometry of an extremal co-dimension 2 surface inside the throat) whose values are also superselected.
We have focused above on the consequences of an observer (Alice, who falls into the black hole from region A) receiving signals from another asymptotic region (B). Some initial steps toward understanding the role of entanglement in this process were taken in appendix A. Interestingly, we found many disentangled states (e S for n = 2) in which Alice meets a Bob that she perceives as coming through a wormhole. However, entanglement is necessary to have a wormhole state in which Alice will encounter whatever Bob we choose to create on the left boundary (say, with the same overall center of mass motion directed accurately into the wormhole, but with an arbitrary internal quantum state).
The arguments in this work require the wormhole spacetimes to behave semiclassically, even inside the horizon. While this assumption is natural due to the weak spacetime curvatures, and while it is unclear what conjectures (i) and (ii) might mean if it were to fail, we cannot exclude its violation by novel quantum gravity effects. Indeed, it was recently argued in [45] that some novel effect should invalidate our use of the semiclassical approximation near the horizon for generic quantum states of black holes with a single asymptotic region 7 . The status of this argument is less clear when the black hole connects to multiple asymptotic regions 8 . But we again emphasize that the large wormholes studied here appear to be exponentially rare. So even if generic multi-asymptotic-region black holes contain firewalls, states describing large enough wormholes could well remain smooth.
Note added in proof: The argument in section 2 assumed that bulk is a self-contained theory in the sense that it can answer all questions about its bulk observers. In particular, it was assumed to contain a projection P that describes whether or not Alice finds a Bob inside an appropriate black hole. We also assumed bulk to be dual to CFT. It is an 7 Some violation of this approximation is guaranteed by [46] , though the question of how this would affect our semiclassical observers was left open. The fuzzball proposal (see e.g. [47, 48, 49] ) might also invalidate our analysis. While the fuzzball complementarity suggested in [26, 27, 30, 28] predicts that semi-classical physics would correctly describes the experiences of any Alice and Bob heavier than T H , the predictions when Bob is an E ∼ T H photon are less clear. 8 With n > 1 asymptotic regions a given infalling observer can probe only one connected component of the black hole horizon (connecting the black hole to one of the asymptotic regions). This opens the possibility that outgoing Hawking modes in (say) the left asymptotic region might be identified with what an observer entering the black hole from the right would describe as the internal partners to the outgoing Hawking modes in the right asymptotic region (see [50] for an explicit statement, though the idea seems to be implicit in many discussions of black hole complementarity [51, 52] ). Similarly, in the case of a black hole which forms from collapse in a mono-asymptotic region, the firewall could be averted if the information in the early Hawking radiation is identified with the internal partners of the late Hawking radiation. However, [50] argues that this version of complementarity is inconsistent, because nothing prevents the early Hawking radiation from being sent back into the black hole, thus meeting itself and violating the no-cloning theorem in a single causal region; see also [53] . A similar paradox can be arranged for the two-asymptotic-region black hole, though it requires temporarily coupling CFT L at early times to CFT R at late times so that information radiated out of the right black hole is sent into the one on the left. interesting question whether both assumptions can in fact hold simultaneously; i.e., whether a sufficiently large set of quantum measurements inside black holes can in fact be described by boundary observables. The larger theory bulk 1 is by definition self-contained and so certainly contains such a P . But if S 1 in (3.1) is non-trivial then the projection Q from bulk 1 to bulk is also non-trivial and could fail to commute with P . Nevertheless, since trivial S 1 would imply Q = 1, the argument suffices to show that S 1 is non-trivial as desired.
We also mention that while the standard use of the term superselection sector would require the algebra of observables in S n to be abelian, we explicitly allow them to be nonabelian here.
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A Quantum Communication through a Wormhole
This appendix will explore how quantum signals can be communicated in the context of an eternal black hole, from CFT L , to an observer (Alice) who jumps into a black hole from CFT R . In particular, we will show that for any particular choice of Bob, there exist at least e S disentangled states in which Alice sees Bob. However, if we want to be sure that Alice can meet any Bob created with the same overall center of mass motion, it is necessary for the state to be entangled (as it is in (1.1)). The fact that Alice and Bob can communicate quantum information implies the existence of a "quantum teleportation" protocol [54] , which requires entanglement.
No entanglement needed to meet a particular Bob. Consider the superselection sector associated with the eternal black hole. Each CFT is described by a mixed state with entropy S, which is entangled with its thermofield-double so as to make a pure state |w2 . This mixed state corresponds to an ensemble of pure states peaked around the classical value of the energy E h and angular momentum J h . (We will use the term "angular momentum" broadly to mean all other operators in the global symmetry algebra that commute with the Hamiltonian, including R-symmetries as well as rotations.) If Alice and Bob jump into the black hole with properly related overall center of mass motions, then Alice should meet Bob with high probability p ≈ 1. What are the necessary conditions for Alice to find Bob inside the black hole? We will show that there is in fact a very large number of states (more than e S ) in which Alice observes a Bob. Furthermore, in each of these states the two CFT's are unentangled.
Let P be the projection operator corresponding to "Alice meets some particular Bob" (which is logically distinct from the question of whether Bob meets some Alice, since there may be states with additional copies of Bob or Alice besides those created on the boundary). Assuming, as is natural, that P is defined relationally with respect to the right-hand boundary only, P must be invariant under the AdS group of the CFT L .
Let A and B be unitary operators that create an Alice or a Bob at time t = 0 at the first or second boundary respectively. Let Bob have an energy and angular momentum peaked around the classical values (E B , J B ), and let S f be the final entropy of the black hole, as viewed from CFT L , after dropping in Bob and waiting for everything to thermalize. We will make two assumptions about the dynamics of the CFT:
1. Nondegeneracy: no two states have exactly the same quantum numbers of energy E and angular momentum J.
2. Ergodicity: When Bob jumps into the black hole, every state with energy E h + E B close enough to E and angular momentum close enough to J h + J b has a nonzero probability to appear. "Close enough" means within the range of uncertainty of E and J respectively. The final entropy S f is simply given by the logarithm of the number of states within this range (up to subleading logarithmic terms which we will neglect). We will assume that this Ergodicity property holds even after projecting with P onto the states in which Alice meets Bob.
Then it follows that there are at least e S f distinct states |χ n φ n which are factorizable (no entanglement between the two CFT's) such that P is true (Alice is certain to meet Bob):
To show this, we use |ψ as in (1.1) and A, B as in section 2 and write the state P e i(A+B) |ψ using an energy eigenbasis on CFT L :
c n |χ n E n (A. 2) where the c n 's are complex coefficients, and the E n 's are energy eigenvalues lying within the range of uncertainty of E. The χ n 's are an overcomplete basis of e iA V, where V is the e S -dimensional vector space of black hole states in CFT R , whose energy is within the range of uncertainty of E h . The Ergodicity property guarantees that each of the c n 's is nonzero.
Since the choice of superselection sectors carries no energy or angular momentum, P commutes with E and J. This means it also commutes with any function f (E), such as a delta function projecting onto a single energy eigenvalue of E, and a complete commuting set of quantum numbers for J. Using the Nondegeneracy property, it follows that Alice meets Bob in each of the terms of Eq. (A.2) taken separately:
each of which is a disentangled state. (In the case of energy eigenvalues related by a global symmetry, the χ n 's for each state are the same.) Consequently, there exist at least e S f orthogonal factorizable states in which Alice meets Bob. This shows that the ability of Alice to meet this particular Bob does not depend on the existence of a quantum entangled state.
Entanglement needed to meet any Bob. In order to regard a state as a wormhole, it is necessary that Alice be able to measure, not just one particular Bob created on the boundary, but any Bob created on the boundary, at least if Bob jumps into the black hole in the right way to meet Alice, and Bob is light enough not to significantly perturb the wormhole metric. In general, Bob contains quantum information, which is specified by the quantum operator which creates Bob in CFT L . For example, Bob can carry a qubit into the black hole, where the initial state of the qubit depends on the operator which creates Bob in CFT L . However, since Alice's measurements are invariant under the left-hand AdS group, it follows that Alice can only measure the AdS irrep of Bob's CFT (besides observables in her own CFT). But by the Nondegeneracy Property, the set of observables in a CFT that commute with E and J is a commuting subalgebra. This creates a conundrum: AdS/CFT says that Bob can only communicate classical bits of information to Alice, but the semiclassical wormhole approximation says that Bob can communicate qubits to Alice.
The resolution of this conundrum is that the semiclassical wormhole approximation is only valid in certain states, in which there is a large amount (S) of entanglement entropy between the two CFT's. It is an interesting fact of quantum information theory that in order to communicate a qubit, it is sufficient if the sender and receiver have a pair of entangled qubits, and can communicate two classical bits of information. This can take place using the "quantum teleportation" protocol of [54] . In the absence of entanglement, classical communication cannot be used to reconstruct a qubit; consequently the consistency of the AdS/CFT eternal black hole must implicitly rely on quantum teleportation!
